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Summary
● Tafl games were a family of strategy games common in Scandinavia, England, Wales
and Ireland. They may have been spread by the Vikings.
● The best archaeological and literary evidence is focused in the ninth and tenth centuries.
● Extant boards were wooden, but a tablut board used by the Saami (Lapp) people in
1732 was made of reindeer hide. Because I wanted something very packable, I also
made a leather board.
● I used a leather chamois, because it had the approximate hand-feel of soft deerhide but
was more readily available to me.
● The center and corner squares are decorated or noted in several period examples or
representations of boards.
● All embroidery is period stem stitch done in wool floss. (Couching wouldn't work on the
leather with the size needle and floss I was using.)
● Period gaming pieces were made from many materials, including wood, and ranged from
humanish figures to simple markers. I used small carved wooden knobs for the taflmen
and a humaniform wooden "doll pin" as the king piece.
● Stained wood will not easily chip or break (unlike glass or clay) when dropped or
crammed into a travel bag and left to rattle around.
● Period literature and some archaeological evidence (e.g., the Lewis chessmen) indicates
that white and red were the typical hues of the opposing sides (although glass gaming
pieces in various colors have been found, and some pieces were amber). I stained the
attacking side a shade of red (MinWax Rosewood).
● The full documentation is only about two pages of text but the pictures and appendix
make it look bigger. Honest.

Overview
Our naughty nun needs something to while away her idle hours, since she clearly isn't
embroidering the bishop's chausible like she's supposed to. A gaming board seems an
appropriate diversion. While I haven't found a text explicitly chiding nuns for gaming, the tafl
family of games seems to have been common among the nobility in northern Europe, and
women played them (Ward).
Because the game is also intended to be used by myself, several other constraints (relating to
travel to and use at events) influenced the design.
Background: Tafl games
Tafl games are strategy games which pit two unequal forces against each other. The
defenders number half the attacker's strength, plus the defending king. The goal of the
defenders is to enable the escape of their king; the goal of the attackers is to capture the
king. The games are thought to be descended from the Roman game 
latrunculi
; the method
of capture of a piece is the same, and the word "tafl" comes from Latin "tabula," a board or
table (Helmfrid, Slade).
The rules for period tafl games were never written down. They are mentioned in Irish poetry
dated to 1200-1640 (Helmfrid), in Anglo-Saxon manuscripts of the 10th century (Bell,
Helmfrid, Slade), in Norse sagas of the 14th century (but referring to ages past), and in a
Welsh manuscript from 1587 (Helmfrid).
Archaeological evidence turns up a checkered gaming board as early as the fifth century in
Denmark (Helmfrid) and gaming pieces are a frequent find in graves. More gaming boards
dating from the ninth, tenth and twelfth centuries have been found in England, Ireland and
Scandinavian countries, in a variety of sizes, from 7x7 to 18x18. Some have had decorated
squares, some have not.
Of especial significance are an Irish find (a 7x7 pegged gaming board), possibly tenth century,
(Figure 1), a picture stone from Ockelbow, Sweden (Figure 2) and an Anglo-Saxon manuscript
illustration of a gaming board from the tenth century (Figure 3). All of these use special
markings to distinguish the center and corner squares.

Figure 1:
The Irish
brandub 
board, showing center and corners marked and with decorated
edges.

Figure 2:
The section of the picture stone from Ockelbow, Sweden showing a tafl board with
the center and corner squares marked

Figure 3: T
he 10th century Anglo-Saxon manuscript (C. C. C. Oxon. 122) showing the set up
for 
alea evangelii
. The center and corners are again specially marked.
Tablut
Nearly all tafl reconstructions are based on the observations of the botanist Linnaeus as he
traveled through Finland in 1732. He observed the Saami people playing a game called tablut,
which pitted eight white Swedes and their king against sixteen dark Muscovites on a 9x9
board of embroidered reindeer hide (Figure 4). He did not speak their language and so
constructed the rules from his observations. He wrote that the win condition for the king was
that he needed to reach one of the edges of the board. In practice, however, this is very easy
to do and makes the game easy for white to win and almost impossible for black. Pointing to
the Irish gaming board, Swedish picture stone, and Anglo-Saxon manuscript, others have
suggested that the king must escape to a corner (Hemfrid, Slade). This is said to result in
more balanced game play.

Figure 4:
After Linnaeus's sketch of an embroidered tablut board (Christie Ward)
SCA Requirements
All of the archaeological game board finds have been wooden. Gaming pieces have been glass,
bone, amber or clay; Ward provides an uncited sketch of a carved wooden gaming piece. Irish
poetry speaks of pieces made of white silver and red gold.
However, I haul a lot of gear to events, and it's only gotten worse since I've had two kids.
Adding a 12- or 18-inch square of wood to the list of things to be carted from the car to the
site was not feasible. I wanted something much more packable. Additionally, it must not
blow away in the light breeze of an outdoor event, ruling out most fabrics.
Designing the Board
The tablut game observed by Linnaeus took place on an embroidered reindeer hide board. An
embellished leather board would suit my needs perfectly, although I would be ornamenting
different squares than the ones the Saami embroidered. Their decorations show the initial
locations of the pieces, whereas I want to mark the center and corners. For pieces, wood was
more sturdy than any option except perhaps amber, which was too expensive.
Doehide would have been an ideal material for the board. It is very soft and folds up to pack
easily, without creasing. I did not have any doehide at hand, however, so I went with a
commercially-available substitute that had roughly the hand-feel I was looking for: a chamois
cloth from the automotive department.
Some sources (e.g., Figure 1 and Figure 3) suggest that the game would have been played on
the intersections of the grid, rather than the squares. Other boards have been recovered with
ornamented squares (Helmfrid, Ward), which could indicate play did occur on the squares and
that those squares had special meaning. Ward advises the re-enactor that she believes the
game was played on the intersections, but that modern brains have an easier time "seeing"
the squares. On the balance, playing on the squares seems favored.
The size of the chamois limited the size of the board, which in turn limited my choice of
games. 
Alea evangelii
is the variant of tafl documented to 10th century Anglo-Saxon England,
but it is played on a 19x19 field. I wanted squares no smaller than 3/4" and preferrably 1" or
larger. I have made very small portable period games before, and have found that using tiny

little counters on a tiny little board is not much fun. My chamois yielded a 15" square. I could
have squeezed an 
alea evangelii
board with 3/4" squares onto it, but I also wanted to leave
room for a decorated border like the one on the Irish gaming board. So I chose a 9x9 board
to use with the classic tablut layout shown in Figure 4. The white king starts on the central
square, with his white defenders arrayed on the blue squares. The dark attackers start on the
T-shapes decorated with the foliate (?) designs.
I tested several different threads and yarns on a piece of scrap chamois, looking for one that
could be stitched with reasonable effort. I selected a fine wool embroidery floss which I had in
black, white, red and green. I knew I would be working primarily in stem stitch to outline the
board and decorations; it was used for decoration in Anglo-Saxon England (Priest-Dorman). I
later attempted couching on my scrap chamois to see if it could be used to fill in the
decorations, and the answer was no. Since I was working in leather, each stitch requires me
to punch a hole in the leather. Space had to be left between holes. The diameter of the
needle was about equal to the floss, so rather than create a rich pile of threads, I was making
tiny stripes.
I transferred my design to the chamois using a black ball-point pen; pencil did not work. The
yarn mostly covers it, but it peeks out in places. I used black yarn for good clear definition of
the lines.
I originally intended to use some step patterns decorating squares on the Incipt page of the
Gospel of John in the Lindisfarne Gospels (Figure 5) to ornament the center and corner
squares. While I could sketch the designs on paper, I found that I could not reliably transfer
them to the chamois; its suede surface made drawing the small, fine lines too difficult. The
step patterns themselves seem to play with the geometric relations between squares and
triangles, setting up lines that define diamond shapes. I used this as an inspiration for a
much-simplified ornament of a cross within a square within a diamond. I used red yarn for
this; on the yellow chamois, I hope it recalls the gold-and-garnet metalwork found in earlier
graves.

Figure 5:
Two decorated squares in the Lindisfarne Gospel (Incipit page for Gospel of John)
The ornamented border was not finished in time for this competition. I intend to do panels of
interlace and key patterns, as found on the Irish game board.
Playing Pieces
The wooden craft item sold as a "doll pin" in the local Michael's looks quite a lot like the glass
king piece found in Björkö (Figure 6) (Helmfrid). The glass king has a squareish, rather than a
rounded body, but the resemblance is striking. Wooden "knob pulls" look quite like the glass
taflmen found with the king. However, the hemispheres I first picked out were too large,
being 1" round and completely filling the squares. 16 mm knobs were big enough to handle
well but small enough to fit gracefully on the squares. I cannot authenticate the shape, but
pieces did come in a variety of shapes, usually simple and abstract.

Figure 6:
Glass gaming pieces, including a king
The colors used in period seem to have been white and red rather than white and black. In
addition to the "white silver and red gold" mentioned in the Irish poem, half of the famous Isle
of Lewis chessmen were once dyed red (British Museum). So I stained the sixteen attacking
pieces a using MinWax Rosewood.
Bag
The bag came from Lochmere's "Bag Game" at their Midwinter Revel. The herringbone twill
pattern is appropriate to the time and place, and the colors are reasonable, although the fabric
feels synthetic and it's obviously machine-stitched. I wanted to reuse it rather than throw it
away.
Conclusions
The board looks clean and sharp, and the red decorations add visual interest until the border
can be completed. The playing pieces are nice to handle. Owing the difficulty in getting the
board squares even, they fit a bit snugly on some of the squares, but it should not hinder
game play. The entire set packs up into a small pouch for easy transport. While this may not
have been a concern of our naughty nun, it makes the game more useful to the modern
Scadian.
Future Work
The ornamental border is to be completed as future work. It will consist of panels of interlace
and fretwork designs.
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Appendix A: Reconstructed Rules
These are given by Helmfrid. He cites a now-defunct website
(http://www.expomedia.se/tablut/eng/object.htm) as his source for them. They are much like
the rules given by Bell (which are in turn based on Linnaeus' notes) but limit the king's escape
to the corners instead of to any edge.

1. Two players may participate. One player plays the king's side, with a king and his

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

defenders, and the other player plays the attackers. There are either eight defenders
and sixteen attackers, as in tablut, or twelve defenders and twenty-four attackers, as in
tawl-bwrdd.
The game is played on a board with 9×9 or 11×11 squares and with initial set-up as in
tablut or tawl-bwrdd.
The central square, called the throne, and the four squares in the corners are restricted
and may only be occupied by the king. It is allowed for the king to re-enter the throne,
and all pieces may pass the throne when it is empty. The four corner squares are hostile
to all pieces, which means that they can replace one of the two pieces taking part in a
capture. The throne is always hostile to the attackers, but only hostile to the defenders
when it is empty. (There appear to be some variations on this point. Sometimes the
throne is hostile to defenders also when the king occupies it.)
The objective for the king's side is to move the king to any of the four corner squares.
In that case, the king has escaped and his side wins. The attackers win if they can
capture the king before he escapes.
The attackers' side moves first, and the game then proceeds by alternate moves. All
pieces move any number of vacant squares along a row or a column, like a rook in
chess.
All pieces except the king are captured if they are sandwiched between two enemy
pieces, or between an enemy piece and a hostile square, along a column or a row. The
two enemy pieces should either be on the square above and below or on the square to
the left and to the right of the attacked piece. A piece is only captured if the trap is
closed by a move of the opponent, and it is, therefore, allowed to move in between two
enemy pieces. A captured piece is removed from the board and is no longer active in the
play. The king may take part in captures.
The king himself is captured like all other pieces, except when he is standing on the
throne or on one of the four squares next to the throne. When the king is standing on
the throne, the attackers must surround him in all four cardinal points. When he is on a
square next to the throne, the attackers must occupy all surrounding squares in the four
points of the compass except the throne.

